Chassis design
optimization
LMS Engineering services strike the
right balance between road noise and
vehicle handling
Benefits
• Analyze the root causes of road noise
• Combine test and simulation to build
accurate and efficient models for
mount optimization
• Reduce complex finite element
models to fast running, accurate and
equivalent models
• Optimize the chassis design for low
road noise levels
• Balance road noise with vehicle
handling

Summary
LMS™ Engineering services optimize
chassis designs to achieve lower roadnoise levels. By using substructuring
techniques and combining test and simulation, LMS Engineering experts are
able to build accurate and efficient fullvehicle models, investigate the root
cause of problems and explore
countermeasures.
By using lightweight materials and producing hybrid and electrical vehicles,
automotive manufacturers are aiming
to reduce fuel consumption and
unwanted emissions. But using
advanced materials and producing a
new breed of automobile presents

complex challenges for noise, vibration
and harshness (NVH) engineers. In
lighter vehicles without low-frequency
noise of the internal combustion engine
(ICE), road noise becomes an important
contributor to the overall sound and
comfort experience. By optimizing the
chassis design and connections
between chassis and body, road noise
can be lowered and balanced with
vehicle-handling performance.
Chassis design optimization starts by
creating different component models
and assembling them in a full-vehicle
model. The components are described
by a matrix of transfer functions
between input, output and connection
locations. They can be measured if the
component physically exists, or calculated from a finite element model
(FEM). After defining the connection
properties, transfer functions for the
entire vehicle are calculated using frequency response function-based
substructuring (FBS), an efficient calculation technology perfectly suitable for
what-if analysis and optimization. The
combined impact of suspension and
connection modifications on both road
noise and vehicle handling can be
investigated.
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Chassis design optimization

A typical chassis design optimization
project is comprised of the following
phases:
Creating frequency response function-based component models
LMS Engineering experts employ their
testing experience to measure the full
transfer function matrix between input,
output and connection locations on
physically available components. For
the other components, transfer functions are calculated using finite element
analysis (FEA). If required, some finite
element models are first reduced for
calculation efficiency during later optimization loops.
Model assembly and FBS
In the next phase, finite element and
tested components are assembled in a
full-vehicle model. After defining the
point-to-point connections and connection properties, vibro-acoustic transfer

functions for the entire vehicle can be
calculated using frequency-based substructuring (FBS). This technology
allows cascaded contribution analysis,
providing good insight into the relation
between input, connection forces, local
and global stiffness and responses. The
accurate and efficient calculations are
especially suitable for what-if analysis.
Within minutes, the effect of changing
connection stiffness or component
transfer functions can be evaluated.
Multi-attribute optimization
LMS Engineering experts help you
understand the reasons behind road
noise and define countermeasures. The
physical properties of the suspension
can be optimized for better road noise
performance. At the same time, the
impact on the vehicle handling behavior
can be investigated and limited by
multi-attribute optimization.

Transfer function measurement.
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